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OCLC Cookie List
OCLC has attempted to include on this list all the cookies which we, or our partners, use on our sites and
services. Please bear in mind that this is an ongoing process and there might be a delay in updating this
list. If you believe this list to be inaccurate, please contact us.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

AMLIB
BIBLIOTHECA WEBOPAC
BIBLIOTHECA OPEN
CBS; ISNI; PICARTA; UNITY UK
JIRA
LBS
OCLC.ORG & WEB JUNCTION
OLIB
SUNRISE WEB OPAC
TOUCHPOINT (VERSION 1.9)
WORLDCAT.ORG & WORLDCAT LOCAL

AMLIB
Cookie Name

Purpose
This is a functional cookie that
contains an encrypted string of saved
information about the searches that
are current (page number, amount of
items found, selected filters etc).
This is a functional cookie that stores
certain data used to validate whether
or not the user has agreed to store
cookies on his/her computer or other
device.
This is functional cookie that contains
the barcode of the last logged in user.

Persistence if no actions taken
Session or automatically after
20 minutes of inactivity

OclcJavaScriptWarning

This is a functional cookie notifying
the user that JavaScript is not
enabled.

Permanent

OclcCurrentCulture

This is a functional cookie that logs
the regional settings if those are
changed by the user.

Permanent

ASP.NET_SessionId

OclcCookieConsentAsked

OclcRememberLogin
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Permanent

Permanent or upon
unchecking "remember me"
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BIBLIOTHECA WEBOPAC
Cookie Name
ASPSESSIONID*

Purpose
This is a functional cookie used for
authentication purposes.

Persistence if no actions taken
Session

BIBLIOTHECA OPEN
Cookie Name
Purpose
Persistence if no actions taken
OPEN is based on a third party application using cookies; to find out about these cookies, please visit:
http://www.dotnetnuke.com/Resources/Wiki/Page/DotNetNuke-Cookie-usage.aspx
No additional cookies are used yet.

CBS; ISNI; PICARTA; UNITY UK
Purpose
This is an essential cookie placed
upon login that temporarily stores
session dependent information such
as IP address, location and name.

Persistence if no actions taken
Session

COOKIE
PSC_xxx

These are functional cookies placed
upon login and are used for tracing
from which database data is
retrieved, and for tracing template
lay-out options such as language
code.

Session

UPWC

This is a functional cookie that
remembers user’s login details
allowing the user to automatically log
in for his or her next session.

2 months of inactivity

DB

Cookie Name

JIRA
Cookie Name

Purpose
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Persistence if no actions taken
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JIRA is a third party application using cookies; to find out about these cookies, please visit:

https://confluence.atlassia.com/display/JIRA050/JIRA+Cookies

LBS
Cookie Name
JSESSIONID
PHPSESSID

Purpose
These are essential cookies used by
the system to validate and redirect
returning users.

Persistence if no actions taken
Session

DB
PSC_xxx

These are functional cookies placed
Session
upon login and are used for tracing
from which database data is retrieved
and for tracing template lay-out
options such as language code.

OCLC.ORG & WEB JUNCTION
Persistence if no actions
taken
10 minutes

Cookie Name
JSESSIONID

Purpose
This strictly necessary cookie is
used by the system to validate and
redirect returning users.

owcLocRedirectSession,
owcLocRedirectPersistent

These strictly necessary cookies are
used to temporarily retain redirect
information.

Session

_nr.local, _nr.selected,
no_inst

These strictly necessary cookie are
used to prevent redirecting a user
to another site

Session

_r_sc, _r_pc, _r_id, _r_al,
_r_ct, _r_dp, _r_hs, _r_db

These performance cookies are
used by OCLC for testing purposes,
such as to ensure the site allows
case sensitive replies.

Session (Only used on
occasion when OCLC is
testing its services)

LAC-Alert-Empty-Profile, LACUser-Query, LAC-UserFacetedQuery

These functional cookies are used
to retain previous queries on the
site during the session or prevent
repeated notifications to user.

Session
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LAC-User-Location, LAC-UserLang, LAC-Preferred-Country,
oclc_website

These functional cookies are used
to record country/site and
language that the user is accessing.

1 Year

OWC-Lib-Symbol
OWC-Lib-Name

These functional cookies are used
to record a users location and
library to display appropriate
bibliographic records.
These functional cookies are used
to remember the user that logged
in and, if clicked, to also remember
that user.
These functional cookies are used
to help debug the site and
temporarily store user preferences.

1 Year

owc-holding-state

This functional cookie is used to
identify the user's state for display
of library holdings information.

Session

dblist
srUrl

These functional cookies are used
to store a list of database
identifiers and URLS of from within
the service.
This functional cookie is used to
store the value of the certain
federated databases searched.

Session

_atuvc, uid, ssh, sshs, uit, di,
dt, uid

These functional cookies are from
Add This, which provides the social
networking widget found in many
of our pages. This widget gives you
the tools to bookmark our sites,
share, tweet and e-mail content
from OCLC to a friend or colleague.

Up to 2 years

_utma, _utmz, _utmc

These functional cookies from
Google Analytics are used to better
understand how our users navigate
to and through our websites, how
long users spend on pages and
track site effectiveness

Up to 2 years

LAC-User-LoginName, LACUser-RememberMe
LAC-Debug-Flag,
LAC-User-Databases, LAC-SR –
Url, LAC-User-FedState,
LAC-User-Scope-Holding-*

federatedState
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30 Days

Session

Session
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s_sq, s_cc, s_vi

These functional cookies from
Omniture provides OCLC with our
web analytics data or detailed
information on the performance of
our websites, such as how many
total users have visited

Up to 2 years

CASTGC, sitebar,
8t634XE8zcNA

These strictly necessary cookies are
used to authenticate users to our
sites and provide access

Session

WC_SESSION_ESTABLISHED,
WC_ACTIVE POINTER,
WC_USERACTIVITY_,
WC_GENERIC_ACTIVITYDATA,
SessionPersistence

These functional cookies are used
to provide additional site use
information to OCLC

Session or 24 hours

visitor_id,
pi_opt_in,
pardot

These functional cookies are used
to anonymously remember
preferences for return visitors to
the site

Session or up to 10 years

OLIB
Cookie Name
OLIB_SESSION

Purpose
This is an essential cookie used to
record the WebView/GnoSys session
number enabling the
WebView/GnoSys software to tie
search requests with search results,
to facilitate forward and backward
navigation, etc.

Persistence if no actions taken
Session

lastSearchType
lastSearchID
detailsView

These are functional cookies used to
record the current lay-out of the
GnoSys page so that, should the user
wish to refresh or switch language,
the page is re-presented in the same
lay-out.

Session
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GnoSys_Language

This is a functional cookie used to
record the latest language selection
for the user in GnoSys.

Persists until it is changed by
selecting an alternative or until
a user with a different
preferred language logs in.

Cookie Name
JSESSIONID

Purpose
This is an essential cookie used by the
system to validate and redirect
returning users.

Persistence if no actions taken
Session

BaseURL

This is a functional cookie containing
the URL that is used for starting a
new session when a prior session has
expired.

Session

USERSESSIONID

This is a functional cookie used to
identify a logical session in the
TouchPointClient Web-Service.

Session

Sunrise_admin_lg_<login>

This is a functional cookie used by the
SunRise System Administration to
validate the user.

Session

SUNRISE WEB OPAC

(SunRise System Administration is
used to configure webOPAC)

TOUCHPOINT (VERSION 1.9)
Cookie Name
Sunrise_admin_lg_<login>

Purpose
This is a functional cookie used by the
system to validate the user.

Persistence if no actions taken
Session

WORLDCAT.ORG & WORLDCAT LOCAL
Cookie Name

Purpose
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Persistence if no actions taken
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JSESSIONID

This strictly necessary cookie is
used by the system to to validate
and redirect returning users.

10 minutes

owcLocRedirectSession
owcLocRedirectPersistent

These strictly necessary cookies are
used to temporarily retain redirect
information.

Session

_nr.local
_nr.selected
_nr.no_inst

These strictly necessary cookie are
used to prevent redirecting a user
to another site

Session

_r_sc; _r_pc; _r_id; _r_al;
_r_ct; _r_dp; _r_hs; _r_db

These performance cookies are
used by OCLC for testing purposes,
such as to ensure the site allows
case sensitive replies.

Session (Only used on occasion
when OCLC is testing its services)

LAC-Alert-Empty-Profile
LAC-User-Query
LAC-User-FacetedQuery

These functional cookies are used
to retain previous queries on the
site during the session or prevent
repeated notifications to user.

Session

LAC-User-Location
LAC-User-Lang
LAC-Preferred-Country

These functional cookies are used
to record country/site and
language that the user is accessing.

1 Year

OWC-Lib-Symbol
OWC-Lib-Name

These functional cookies are used
to record a user’s location and
library to display appropriate
bibliographic records.

1 Year

LAC-User-LoginName
LAC-User-RememberMe

30 Days

LAC-Debug-Flag
LAC-User-Databases
LAC-SR-Url
LAC-User-FedState
LAC-User-Scope-Holding-*

These functional cookies are used
to help debug the site and
temporarily store user preferences.

Session

owc-holding-state

This functional cookie is used to
identify the user's state for display
of library holdings information.

Session

dblist
srUrl

These functional cookies are used
to store a list of database
identifiers and URLS of from within
the service.

Session
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federatedState

This functional cookie is used to
store the value of the certain
federated databases searched.

Session

wcorganonratednos
reviewsVoted

These performace cookies are used
to count the number of user
reviews and the number of helpful
ratings in the last 24 hours

24 Hours

If you have any questions about the use of cookies on our Web sites, please email us: privacy@oclc.org
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